Abstract-Application of Group Decision Support System (GDSS) can assist for delivering the decision of various opinions (preference) cancer detection based on the preferences of various expertise. In this paper we propose ELECTRE-Entropy for GDSS Modeling. We propose entropy weighting for each criteria under ELECTRE Method.ELECTRE is one method in MultiAttribute Decision Making (MADM). Modeling of Group Decision Support Sytemapplyfor multi-criteria which the simulation data mutated genes that can cause cancer and solution recommended.
INTRODUCTION
To Determine wheather a person has abnormal gene of cancer-causing can be done from different areas of expertise in medical science, such as pathologist, oncology or other disciplines in medicine. The opinions in various expert in medical science requires decision that could provide treatman provision against person alleged having abnormal genes as the cause of cancer. Group Decision Support System is one of application in information technology that can assist in delivering the decision from various opinion (preferences) for detecting person having mutated gene that causes cancer based on the preferences of various expertise.
The decision making process requires the aggregation method to get single value of each alternative from variety of criteria. In the decision-making system, this problem can be solved by Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). The study of MCDM has begun to emerge in the late 19th century. But the very rapid development of new beginning to be felt since the 1970s, especially in the field of operations research (Suiran, et al; 2001; Sage, 1991) .
This study establish Clinical Model Group Decision Support System (CGDSS) where knowledge base is built based on preferences that differ from the experts of different expertise from the classification genes with SVM method uses the concept of multi-attribute decision making (MADM).
II. BACKGROUND THEORIES

A. Group decision support system (GDSS)
Group decision support system (GDSS) is an interactive computer-based system that facilities the solution of semistructured or unstructured problems by a group of decision maker. [11] GDSS has several major characteristics,i.e.:
 GDSS has goal to support the process of group decision makers by providing automation of subprocesses, using information technology tools.
 GDSS is specially designed information system, not merely a configuration of already existing system components. It can be designed tobe address one type of problem or a variety of group-level organizational decisions.
 GDSS encourages generation of ideas, resolution of conflicts, and freedom of expression. It contains builtin mechanismes that discourage development of negative group behaviors, such as destructive conflict, miscommunication, and groupthink. (Turban,2011) ELECTRE (Elimination EtChoixTraduisant la realite) is one method in MADM based on the concept of ranking through pairwise comparisons between alternatives on the appropriate criteria. An alternative is said to dominate another alternative if one or more of the criteria are exceeded (compared with the other criteria of alternative) and the same with the remaining criteria. The relationship between the two alternatives Ak ranking of the A1 (Roy, 1973)in [4] MADM is evaluated against the alternative m Ai (i = 1.2,...., m) of a group of attributes or criteria c, (j = 1.2,..., n) where each of the attributes are not mutually dependent on one (1) (1.1)
The Procedure of using ELECTRE is shown as follows :
1) In ELECTRE. First the weightted normalized impact matrix of v ij is computed to provide a dimensionless environment. This step is the same as the first two steps describes in:
2) The concordance set cij, is determined for each pair of alternatives j an j*i.e the setr of criteria for attributes in which the impact of alternative j is better than or equal to that of alternative j*. Similarly, a discordance set Dij is define which compares two alternatives in which alternative i perform worse tha alternative i:
C kl = { j |v kj >v ij } untuk j = 1,2,...,n (3) And d kl = { j |v kj <v ij } untuk j = 1,2,...,n Where vkj and vij are impact values with the ith criterion and l is the set of atributes 3) Once the concordance and disconcordance sets are found, concordonce (c ij ) and disconcordance (d ij ) indices can be calculated respectively. The concordance index is equal to the sum of the weights associated with the ith attribute which are contained in the concordance set. Hence, the formula is shown as follows :
Where w i is the weight of the i th attribute and 0<cij<1 .the concordance index reflects the relative importance of alternative j*. A higher value of c ij , indicates that alternatives j is preferred to j* as far as the concordance attributes are concerned. In addition, disconcordanceindex(dij)can be calculated such that:
Where vkj and vij are the data in normalized impact matrix and 1 is the set of attributes. [19] Concordance matrix calculated based on the dominant [10] (6) elements of the matrix F is determined as the dominant discordance:
Aggregation of the dominant matrix (E) showing a partial preference order of alternatives, obtained with the formula in mathlab:
B. Entropy Entropymethodcan be usedtodeterminetheweights. Entropyconsistencyininvestigatingdiscriminationamonga set of data.Alternativeset of datavaluesoncertaincriteriadescribedin theDecisionMatrix(DM).
Using theentropymethod, thevariationvaluecriterionwill be canhighestweights. [12] The measuresusedin this methodare asfollows:
 Creating  criterion  data  table  The criteriacan beidentifiedqualitative andquantitativecriteria, but allmustbemeasurable.
 Normalizationof datatableof criteria (9) After getting Entropy weighting for each criterion, if it has no initial weight or weight of a predetermined weight of Entropy then the truth to each criterion will be obtained with the following calculation (10)
C. Copeland score
The Copeland Score is more likely to produce ties, since it does not take into account the margin of victory, or the magnitude of support. In some contests, a Copeland Score will not identify a clear winner and provide only a limited differentiation between the options. In a three-way contest with no Condorcet winner and no ties in the binary contests, all three candidates will have the same Copeland score (each will have 1 win, 1 loss). In a four-way contest without a Condorcet winner, there will be at best a two-way tie (2 wins, 1 loss each). Consequently, many contests will need some secondary mechanism to resolve contests which end in a tie. [28] 
III. ELECTRE-ENTROPY METHOD FOR GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM MODEL GENE MUTATION DETECTION
Process in group decision support system begins with this clinical classification process, the process of ranking the decision, then made a decision ranking of the ranking recommendations of each expert. This system has three engine block in the decision-making systems like the picture below Materials are processed in the architecture of this system is the data model of cancer gene available on the Internet.
The data that exists is shaped gene sequences that would later be classified into training data and testing data.
Components in the engine builders are composed of: 1) Classification engine. This component is assigned toperform the classification of the existing gene data. In thismachine used the method of classification with SupportVector Machine method.
2) Machine Builders Decision. These components perform ranking and data processing as preferences given by the experts. The model built in the engine builders these decisions using Multi Attribute Decision Making with ELECTRE methods.
3) Weighting machine. Decision builder method that does the determination of the ideal weight in development decisions. The resulting weights will be used in the ranking of each expert's decision. A. Classification Protein sequence data from the example above would convert the system into the strands of the DNA sequence consisting of A, G, C and T. DNA strands will be made in two dimensions in the number of A and T number of G and C. Then do the process of classification with Support Vector Machine method. The conversion process is done by creating a numerical code for each letter in the DNA sequence code. Values that have been in this conversion will be processed by the method of classification by support vector machine, getting class genes of normal and abnormal.
In Support Vector Machine, best Hyperplane / clasifier is located in the middle between the two groups of objects from two classes, namely class of normal genes and gene abnormalities. In the classification process to maximize this margin, the system will determine the class of data to be ranked in the training class, after being found clasifier. Performance is good, It will be set classroom testing. If the class already exists then this testing will be used other data to be processed classification. Looking for the best hyperplane is to maximize the margin or distance between the two groups of objects from different classes of genes.
B. Model
Group Decision Support System base with ELECTREmethod-Entropy Classification results will be analyzed by specialists. This analysis will refer to the provision of suitability rating on each criterion for the count with ELECTRE method. This modeling begins with the preparation component of alternatrive the situation in the identification. The objectives of the component preparation is to construct a table of estimated components of the situation and identification of alternatives, specification of objectives, criteria and attributes. This model is used to evaluate alternative m Ai (i = 1,2 ,......, m) against a set of attributes or criteria Cj (j = 1,2 ,....., n) and attributes are not mutually dependent each other. www.ijarai.thesai.org Decision matrix of is built each alternative on each attribute, X. Preparation of the components on this modeling is used to detect gene mutations in humans to determine whether there is through virus, nutrition or foreign object. So, the model can detect whether a person is identified to have cancer cells or not.
In this model simulation there are three alternatives that can be set to identify cancer cells in human genes, namely: A1 = mutation because the virus A2 = Mutations for Foreign Objects A3 = Mutations for Nutrition There are 3 that a reference in making decisions which are: C1 = protein bound to viral C2 = Expression HSP C3 = proteisn expression containing CH 3 Rating the suitability of each alternative on each criterion, the value of 1 to 5, namely:1 = very bad,2 = poor,3 = quite,4 = Good and 5 = Very good. Level of importance of each criterion in value by 1 to 5, namely: 1 = very low,2 = Low,3 = quite,4 = High and 5 = very high The values given by experts in each alternative on each criterion is the value of a match. Suitability value is simulated as in the following table:
Our model begins by establishing a paired comparison of each alternative on each criterion (xij) which are being formulated in a matrix X as a decision matrix. Xij is a performance rating of alternative i-th j-th attribute. Then we use Copeland score method in making final decision.
Classification block. This component is assigned to perform the classification of the existing gene data. In this block we use Support Vector Machine method. The classification system machine data in the form of the gene will be read from the database. The data in the form of the gene sequences of DNA will be in the formula calculating the number of A and T, as well as the number of G and C. A and T will be in put in one dimension, then G and C are grouped in one dimension.
Data in this dimension has been produced by the process of determining the classification engine to perform training classes. The process will continue until the ideal performance close to 100% using classification performance. If this figure is already approaching the ideal performance, then the testing class will be performed. Testing this class that will test the incoming data so it will be grouped into normal and abnormal classes. The figure above is result classification of SVM Block Decision. These components perform ranking and processing of data is a preference that is given by the experts. www.ijarai.thesai.org
The model built in the engine builders these decisions using Multi Attribute Decision Making with ELECTRE methods. The system in this machine will accept input in the form of rating the suitability and weights based on the interests of the experts with an ordered vector format. Each expert provide the weight of each of the criteria based on interests. The ideal weight then calculated with entropy in ELECTRE method. We then can obtain alternative ranking in table below: Result of calculation data for normalization is : IV. CONCLUSIONS ELECTRE-Entropy modeling method can be helpful in determining alternatives rank.. This modeling can be applied to several other conditions of a similar case.
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